In this paper, we investigate a discrete-time approach to uncertainty modeling for robust control. We show via simulations of one LTI system and experimental data from a onetank test-bed that a current technique for time-domain uncertainty modeling leads to a feasible linear program. Hence, it is useful for developing robust control solutions.
Introduction
Model validation is an important step in developing strategies for robust control. This step is typically preceded by system identification, as well as, system analysis and physical modeling. Model validation is concerned with assessing whether a given nominal model can reproduce data from a plant, collected after some initial experiments to obtain estimation data [I] . The model validation problem is really one of model invalidation since a given model can only be said to be not invalidated with the current evidence. Future evidence may invalidate the model.
The motivation for this study is to investigate whether a time-domain approach to uncertainty modeling for linear time-invariant (LTI) and linear time-varying (LTV) systems developed by Poola et al. [41 can be implemented for robust control applications. While the work provided theoretical development for their approach to uncertainty modeling, it did not provide any simulated example or experimental application to verify their theory is numerically tractable.
To date, the authors are not aware of any simulation study or application to experimental data of Poola er al.'s [4] work.
However, a sampled-data approach to model validation developed in [2] was successfully tested by simulation [Z] and experimental data [5] . As such, in this paper, we investigate the feasibility of the approach of [4] to experimental data by first studying the behavior of this technique on one simulated causal, LTI system for e, control and applying this approach to experimental data from a one-tank test-bed.
Our results show, this approach to uncertainty modeling provides a numerically tractable solution for noisy simulated data as well as for experimental data.
Problem Statement
We considered the class of uncertainty models described by an output multiplicative uncertainty, as
where u(k) and y ( k ) are the input-output measurements, Go (3) where C ( k ) = n~WGou(k), j ( k ) = y ( k ) -x N G o u (~) and q ( k ) the system errors which encompass both the effect of model uncertainty and noise in X N D and X N is the truncation operator keeping N data points [ 4 ] . Since the uncertainty filter is normalized the criterion for assessing model invalidation is y < 1.
Procedures
The efficacy of this model invalidation algorithm was assessed using (i) noise corrupted data from a simulated second-order system hut nominal model identified as a firstorder model and (ii) experimental data from a one-tank test- First, we assessed the performance of this technique using twenty Monte-Carlo simulations in which each inputoutputrealization was unique, and had a unique, white, zeromean, random noise sequence added to the output; with e, -norm 5 0.1 (SNRx16 dB). Each input was uniformly distributed, white, zero-mean, random sequences with unit variance.
Second, a single tank test-bed was used to assess the feasihility of this approach for control applications. The test-bed is a single tank system, described in detail in various literature (see e.g., [3]). We modeled this one-tank process as a firstorder LTI system. The form of the identified model was the same as given on the right side of Eqn. 4. Two data sets were collected for this study. The measureddata was anti-alias filtered with an fourth-order 10 Hz Bessel filter and sampled at 100 Hz by a 16-bit AID converter. After recording, the experimental data was decimated by a factor of 3, resulting in , a final sampling rate of 33 Hz.
For both the simulated and experimental case, an initial data set was generated to estimate a nominal model. The System Identification toolbox in Matlab was used to identify a nominal model. Next, the system was perturbed with a fresh input set to generate data for validation. The LMI toolbox in Matlah was used to solve the linear programming problem. The uncertainty filter, W, was computed by assuming a 33% uncertainty for each parameter. Specifically, we randomly selected 100 parameter sets for the perturbed model, G,, computed the Bode plot for each then selected the system which gave the best coverage of the uncertainty region as our uncertainty filter. The selected uncertainty filter was multiplied by a small gain factor so the filter could contain the entire uncertainty region. For identification Ne = 5,000 points were used and to determine feasibility of the model invalidation problem N, = 200 were used.
Results

Simulated Data
We first studied the simulated case since if this approach fails for a simulated system it is likely to fail with experimental data. Fig. 1 (left panel) shows the results for this simulated study. The plot shows that y was close to zero, for all realizations. We expected y to be less than 1 in this case since we selected our uncertainty filter, W, to fully cover the uncertainty region.
Experimental Data
Next, we studied how this technique performs with experimental data to access the feasibility of using this approach in an industrial setting. Figure 1 (right panel) shows the results of this study. The figure shows, with experimental data, this model invalidation procedure provided a y < 1.
Conclusion
Our results demonstrate that for a simulated system with unmodeled dynamics this time-domain approach to model in- For experimental data this approach provided a reliable y. Although our results indicate that this approach for model validation is practical for designing control strategies for real systems, we believe that the results of Poola et al. [4] have not been thoroughly tested with experimental data. We have not assessed the performance of this time-domain approach for H, control. This is being examined for timedomain data and the results will be give at a future date.
(N" = 500). However, due to the simple and computationally efficient nature of the CML models, there are always unmodelled dynamics if a quantitative comparison is made with wake patterns measured from a wake experiment or simulation. To overcome this limitation, self-leaming features are incorporated into the basic CML model. The spanwise velocity distribution parameter in the self-learning CML is varied adaptively using a multivariable least squares algorithm in order to minimize the error between the actual and estimated wake patterns at every time-step. Proofs of convergence of the state and parameter errors to zero are presented. Studies of this approach are conducted for a NEKTAR (a highly accurate spectral element-based CFD solver) numerical experiment at Reynolds number = 100. It is observed that the proposed self-learning CML scheme efficiently predicts the NEKTAR wake patterns within several shedding cycles. Therefore, it is highly suitable for real-time estimation of experimental wake flows. as well as serving as a wake model in future anticipated flow control studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The flow behind an elastic structure is an important problem in fluid mechanics that has been investigated for more than a century [l], [2] . The nonlinear interaction between the fluid and an elastic structure such as the circular cylinder causes large amplitudes of oscillation near resonance conditions [3J.
This exists when the natural frequency of the cylinder equals the periodic vortex shedding frequency in the wake. Classical approaches involving either experiments or computational fluid dynamics have not provided all answers to the questions on the vortex formation process. A recent focus intended to address this question, the so-called dynamical systems approach, has used low-order nonlinear dynamical systems to model cylinder wakes [4] , [5] , [61. For example, Olinger and Sreenivasan [7] have shown that certain features of a low-Reynolds number wake of a rigid cylinder can be modeled using a circle map (1).
The circle map [8] models the dynamics of two nonlinearly coupled oscillators on a two-dimensional torus in phase space. In the context of wake dynamics, there are two coupled oscillators, the periodic vortex shedding from a stationary cylinder (frequency fao) and the imposed cylinder oscillation (frequency fd.
The phase of the vortex shedding behind a rigid cylinder, X, is the angular measure on the nth Poincare section on the 2-D torus in phase space. It is obtained by strobing the system at the forcing frequency f.. The parameter X , depends on an unforced frequency ratio, R, the ratio of the vortex shedding frequency f30 and the cylinder excitation frequency fe, and the non-dirnensional amplitude of cylinder vibration K , also called the forcing term. The use of low-dimensional temporal models such as the circle map [91 has developed in parallel with experimental studies on three dimensional wake structures in the wake of vibrating flexible cables [ 
